English
Revise and consolidate learning for Year 6 in
SPAG, reading, writing, speaking and listening.

SEAL
- Deal well with an unexpected change
- Make the best of an unwelcome change
- Change our behaviour for the better
- Get better at our learning

Science
Plan different types of scientific enquiry.
Control variables in an enquiry.
Measure accurately and precisely using a range of
equipment.
Record data and results using bar and line graphs.
PSHE – Keeping Safe Out and About and online
Visitors – RNLI; Police; Network Rail; D-side; Bikeability
PE
Leading others in a game situation.
Combine my own work with that of others.
Demonstrate stamina.
Plan a route and a series of clues for someone
else.
Plan with others taking account of safety and
danger.
,

MFL (French)
Hold a simple conversation.
Use knowledge of grammar to speak correctly.
Understand a short story and note the main
.
points.

Music
Sing in harmony confidently and accurately.
Perform parts from memory.
Take the lead in a performance.
Evaluate how the venue, occasion and purpose
affects the way a piece of music is created.

Geography
Using Ordnance Survey symbols and 6 figure grid references.
Name the largest desert in the world and locate desert regions in
an atlas.
Identify and name the Tropics of Capricorn and Cancer; the Arctic
and Antarctic Circles.
Explain how time zones work and calculate time differences
around the world

Year 7 Summer 2

Is the world a
dangerous place?
Dates for your diary:
WC: 06.06.17 – Child Safety Week
WC: 12.06.17 – Science themed week
Monday 12th June – Silly Scientist dressing up day £1
Tuesday 13th June – Open morning for parents
Monday 19th June – Wednesday 21st June – 3 for 2 book
fair in the hall after school
Thursday 29th June – Assembly for parents
Thursday 6th July – Summer Musical Celebration
Monday 17th July – Topic Detectives homework due
Thursday 20th July – Leavers’ Service at St. Mary’s Church
Monday 24th July – Class 4 performances
Wednesday 26th July – School Games Day; last day of term

Computing
Explain how an algorithm works.
Explore ‘What if?’ questions by planning
different scenarios for controlled devices.
Discuss the risks of online use of technology.
Identify how to minimise risks.

Art and Design
Visit to Yorkshire Sculpture Park.
Explain the style of my work and how it has
been influenced by a famous artist.
Explain why I have chosen specific tools and
techniques to create my art.
Use feedback to make amendments and
improvement to my work.
Use a range of e-resources to create art.
Over print to create different patterns.
Our Value this term is:
Compassion
RE
Christianity: Kingdom of God – Jesus: What kind
of King? What kind of kingdom?
Visit to Ripon Cathedral with Father David.
Hinduism - what
Hindus believe?
Thedo
5 Rs

Relationships; Resilience; Risk Taking;
Resourcefulness; Reflection – ongoing with a
particular focus in Nurture Group sessions
Maths
Revise and consolidate learning for Year 6 in
number, measurement, geometry and statistics.

